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Presentation and Object

A basic challenge of newspaper owners is the ability to produce volume printing of last minute news.

Newspapers able to supply information ahead of their competitors will sell more copies and will also have
higher advertising revenues.

Characteristics of modern newspaper web presses include

- The ability to handle low cost lightweight uncoated paper stock

- A wide paper web driven at high speed

- Printing units with side-by-side blanket-to-blanket arrangement

- Vertical 4-colour unit printing towers

With the ever increasing speed of newspaper web offset printing, respective blanket supply has been
restricted to a few products of even fewer blanket manufacturers.

The present paper starts the study and understanding of the particular or additional requirements that
printer’s blankets must meet in order that reliable and trouble-free offset printing on high speed newspaper
web presses is achieved.

Besides blanket influence, and assuming a printing equipment with perfect geometry, ink rheology, paper
structure and its thickness variation will influence the maximum rate of printed matter output.

But it is the “floating” condition of the paper web through the printing units, as a result of the side-by-side
cumulatively to the blanket-to-blanket arrangement of the printing units, that pose the toughest challenges
both to blanket design and production and to conversion technologies.

In order to clarify what is meant by “floating” let us assume that in one printing unit the two blankets
dressing the left cylinder are softer than the two blankets dressing the right cylinder.

The paper web will be pushed from the right to the left side and will travel closer to left cylinder.

Let us now change with one another two opposing blankets from one cylinder to the other, keeping the
two other blankets in their original positions on the respective cylinders.

Each cylinder is now dressed with one soft blanket and one hard blanket.

And each soft blanket fitted in one of the cylinders is now facing one hard blanket on the other cylinder.

Half of the web width will travel closer to the left cylinder while the other half of the web will travel
closer to the right cylinder.

And depending on

- The structure of the paper

- The indentation difference between the two blanket models

- How the four “internal” edges along the around dimension of the blankets meet with each other at the
centre of the cylinders
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- The web speed

it will take no time before the web will be cut and will break.

Similar reasoning sequences can easily be established due to gauge variation, “wedge” shaped blankets,
or a myriad of other likely causes.

Except for the particularly demanding printing configuration described above, the problems mentioned
so far are widely acknowledged by the printing industry and its exhaustive description does not really
appear to be enriching.

But in practical terms high speed web printing means lower blanket indentation and lower ink viscosity
when compared to sheet fed printing.

Those changes are the natural consequence of the ever increasing printing speeds.

Thus, the same very well known problems must be considered again from scratch as if they were an
absolute novelty as different printing conditions materialize.

Elastic Properties of blankets including hysteresis, blankets’ Dimensional Stability and Dimensional
Precision in format cutting were chosen as the Three Orientation Vectors in the following study of blanket
characteristics for highspeed newspaper web printing, taking ISO 12636 as a reference background.


